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Call to Order 

Committee Chair Steve Bieber called the meeting to order at 12:00 p.m. 

 

Roll Call and Approval of Minutes 

Committee members present included: Provost Kate Miller, Vice President for Administration Bill 

Mai, Dean of the College of Law Klint Alexander (via conference phone), Dean of the Outreach 

School Susan Frye, Dr. Frederic Sterbenz, Dr. Robert Sprague, Committee Chair Steve Bieber, 

Ms. Molly Marcusse, Mr. Kevin Colman, Ms. Rachel Stevens, and Mr. Joel Defebaugh.  

 

Mr. Defebaugh moved to approve the minutes from August 19, 2016.  Dr. Sprague seconded.  All 

committee members were in favor; the motion passed unanimously.   

 

Public Session 

Committee Chair Bieber explained that beginning August 29, 2016 the FCAC would be meeting 

on Mondays from 1:00 – 3:00 p.m. and Fridays from 12:00 – 2:00 p.m. to accommodate the change 

in committee members’ schedules with the start of the semester.  In addition to these changes, 

meeting minutes would now be approved on Fridays from the previous Friday and Monday 

meetings.   He added that in the coming weeks, Athletic Director Tom Burman, Vice President 

Bill Gern, and Huron Consulting Group would be making presentations.  Committee Chair Bieber 

noted that the September 5, 2016 and September 16, 2016 meetings would be canceled for the 

Labor Day holiday and the Board of Trustees Meeting, respectively.  He explained that based on 

the request from UW President Nichols during the August 19, 2016 meeting, he had been working 

to contact someone at the institutions mentioned in the Laramie Boomerang article to set up a 

conference call meeting.  Committee Chair Bieber reiterated that as different listening sessions 

took place across campus, committee members were encouraged to attend.  He noted that three 

sessions had been set up for September 7 – 9, and more information would be distributed in the 

coming days.  Committee Chair Bieber explained that he had continued to schedule the vice 

presidents for their presentations to the FCAC, which would be released as soon as it was 

solidified.   

 

Visit with Myron Allen, past Provost of the University of Wyoming 

Dr. Myron Allen had the members of the FCAC introduce themselves before the beginning of his 

presentation.  He noted that an outline of his remarks had been distributed to the committee [see 

Attachment A].  Dr. Allen explained that he would provide his remarks and would be willing to 

facilitate additional discussion and questions to follow.  He noted that he would discuss some of 

the documents located on the Academic Affairs’ website regarding the previous institutional 

budget cuts.   

 

Dr. Allen explained that the budget cuts that were most closely analogous with the current cuts 

happened in the FY09 and FY10.  He explained that this had been the year when Governor 

Freudenthal had asked for the 10% reduction to the legislatively funded portion of the University 

budget, which equated to $18.3 million per year.  Dr. Allen noted that the similarities occurred 

based on the magnitude and timing of the cuts.  He noted that in the January prior to the FY09 

cuts, the University had been made aware that some form of cuts were going to be implemented, 

they just did not realize the magnitude.  Dr. Allen explained that during these cuts the 
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administration had two goals: to avoid damaging UW’s character and to avoid truncating UW’s 

aspirations.  He noted that the members of the administration at the time had asked where they 

wanted UW to be when the cuts had been made, and they were on the other side of the monetary 

focus.  Dr. Allen explained that this would be an important question to ask as the University went 

through the same process in these reductions.   

 

Dr. Allen continued his remarks stating that he had been glad to hear that UW President Nichols 

had begun the strategic planning process.  He noted that not having a plan already in place to guide 

what UW wanted to accomplish as an institution would be difficult.  Dr. Allen expanded by stating 

that if a strategic plan had already been in place, the plan would have helped guide the reductions 

and would have allowed the same assistance in times of budget increases.  He then provided the 

committee with the University Plan IV Second Position paper, April 2013 [see Attachment B].Dr. 

Allen explained that having a plan in place for the institution would assist when having to make 

tough decisions because the campus community had an idea about why things were being done 

and how that would help the overall mission.   

 

Dr. Allen explained that one of the most useful techniques used during the FY09-10 budget 

reductions was the ability to buy time through one-time ramp down funding.  He equated this 

strategy to being given an extra year to implement cuts and being able to make strategic decisions.  

Dr. Allen noted that this strategy would have allowed UW to decide which areas it wanted to retain 

strength and what areas would need to be cut.  He referenced the FY09-10 reductions where 

funding for a program for the UW Libraries was put on hold so that the monies could be reallocated 

toward the overall reductions, adding that this project was then completed in 2012.  Dr. Allen 

expressed that he was unsure where the funding for this type of device would be available 

currently, but that it might be something the committee should consider.   

 

Dr. Allen concluded his remarks by mentioning that 75-80% of the University Section I funding 

goes towards employee salaries and benefits.  He added that in any budget reduction, this portion 

of the budget gets hit hard, meaning the University would need fewer employees.  Dr. Allen 

explained that to strategically lower the amount of University employees there would have to be 

central oversight of position allocation.  He added that it would be important for the University to 

not allow each individual dean and department head to attempt to reduce their individual 

department position budgets.  Dr. Allen suggested that there be a collaborative conversation about 

these positions through a central management process.  He noted that this type of process would 

allow for a globalized optimization instead of strictly localized optimization.  Dr. Allen stated that 

everyone on campus needed to believe in the University plan and understand why things were 

happening.   

 

Committee Chair Bieber opened the floor to the committee to ask any questions.  A member of the 

FCAC asked how not having a strategic plan in place affected the ability of the University to 

maneuver regarding what reductions were made.  Dr. Allen explained that this was a contributing 

factor to the lacking of maneuvering ability currently held by UW.  He noted that during the FY09-

10 cuts, there were comments made regarding the amount of administrative overhead present and 

that needed to change.  Dr. Allen added that with the strategic plan in place, the administration cut 
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the graduate school because it did not directly contribute to the plan.  He noted that this had not 

been a popular decision because this was a function that was no longer being met.   

 

The committee discussed how much tuition had increased during the previous budget reductions.  

Dr. Allen added that he had done research in this area, noting that between the early 1980’s and 

the early 2000’s tuition had only increased on average 6%.  The committee noted that the message 

remained that raising tuition was the most common area where costs would not be increased, solely 

based on the state statues.  The committee discussed further how ramp down funds were used 

during the previous budget reductions.  Committee Chair Bieber asked how much personnel had 

been affected during the previous budget reductions.  Dr. Allen explained that personnel was 

heavily impacted because making reductions to non-personnel expenditures only got the 

University so far before there were no other options.  He noted that these reductions were made to 

personnel through position layoffs.  Dr. Allen explained that during the previous reductions when 

staff were laid-off, the University tried to keep track of where these individuals ended up.  He 

noted that some moved away, and after some time these people came back to the University, adding 

how difficult these cuts could be on the community as a whole.  Committee Chair Bieber noted 

that currently there were 152 vacant positions.   

 

The committee inquired about how the previous reductions affected the academic units.  Dr. Allen 

expressed that the faculty position budget was kept as intact as possible during the previous 

reductions.  He explained that this happened because times had been so different with the ramp 

down funding that had already been secured.  Dr. Allen added that the amount of faculty vacancies 

also contributed to this reduction at the end of the school year.  A member of the FCAC asked if 

the college deans were allowed to keep positions for a year before those funds reverted to the 

Academic Affairs budget.  Dr. Allen stated that when these vacancies occurred during the fiscal 

year, funds would remain within each department until the beginning of the following fiscal year.  

He added that when the fiscal year was nearing its end, the deans would meet with Academic 

Affairs to discuss the priorities, and based on these priorities, Academic Affairs would reallocate 

some of these monies back to the colleges to allow for the hiring of positions based on need.  

Committee Chair Bieber asked if the administration at the time ever considered the implementation 

of fees to increase revenue.  Dr. Allen expressed that he had not shown a great interest in the option 

during that time.  He added that there were only so many programs that could implement these 

types of fees, including the MBA program and the Outreach School, who had done a good job at 

working to encourage students to join their programs.  Dr. Allen suggested departments run 

summer school courses as a way to increase revenue.   

 

The committee inquired about the cuts that had been made to Athletics during the previous 

reductions.  Dr. Allen stated that no reductions were made to Athletics.  He added that the 

suggestion of dropping divisions had been presented during FY09-10, but this was not a decision 

that was made.  Dr. Allen stated that Athletics operated as a third rail of the University, and this 

was always addressed during budget reductions across the country.  He noted that a specific 

challenge that Athletics faced was the requirement of equality between the number of men’s and 

women’s sports that were offered, adding that it was very difficult to reduce programs without 

having drastic changes.  Dr. Allen mentioned that UW did not draw a large fan base, especially 

regarding TV appearances, which presented an additional challenge.   
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The committee questioned how the different University endowments could be used to offset some 

of the reductions.  Dr. Allen explained that many of these funds were gifted to the University with 

a specific purpose, and these funds could not be used for anything but that purpose.  A member of 

the committee asked if the UW Foundation could change their spending policy regarding 

endowments to allow for some of these monies to be used as a ramp down fund in a time of 

financial crisis.  It was added that these monies would only be allowed to be used as ramp down 

funds in the area in which the money was endowed, in the hopes of deviating some of the Section 

I dollars.  If this was decided, the Foundation Board would need to approve such a policy. 

 

Committee Chair Bieber asked Dr. Allen what he would state as his number one recommendation 

to the committee as they move forward in their charge.  Dr. Allen stated that he recommends 

placing a high value on making strategic decisions in every way possible.  He added that this would 

be a large aspect of deciding where UW would be on the other side of these budget reductions.   

 

Public Comment 

A member of the campus community asked if there were any genuinely unexpected outcomes from 

the FY09-10 cuts that should be avoided in the current reductions.  Dr. Allen stated that he had not 

had the chance to think about anything that should be avoided that was unexpected in previous 

cuts.  He added that in a situation such as this, there would always be ill will that was generated, 

and sometimes it could not be anticipated what would make people the most upset.   

 

Dr. Warrie Means from the Department of Animal Science asked Dr. Allen for his thoughts on the 

financial crisis.  He expanded this question and asked how Dr. Allen felt about UW declaring 

financial exigency if there were absolutely no other options to realize the reductions.   

 

Dr. Allen stated that if the University was to declare financial exigency and was forced to eliminate 

tenured faculty, it would strongly damage UW’s character.  He added that it would truncate the 

Universities aspirations because UW would no longer be able to hire upstanding faculty.  Dr. Allen 

noted that UW should be proud because over the years it had been able to hire surprisingly good 

people on the faculty, which was a part of the overall University mission.  He added that the 

declaration of exigency would be very damaging to the overall University mission.   

 

Sophia Beck from the American Studies Department stated that when the graduate school was 

removed during the previous reductions, many people across campus panicked because there had 

been a lot of work that had been transferred to other departments with its absence.  She added that 

it was an adjustment that occurred over two years.  Ms. Beck explained that during the previous 

cuts, many people feared for their jobs as layoffs began.  She asked how Dr. Allen valued the staff 

that worked across campus and if the campus came up short of showing appropriate appreciation 

for the staff on campus.  Dr. Allen responded stating that were two times as many staff on campus 

as there were faculty.  He added that they are essential to campus but because there were more 

staff on campus, it was natural to see the staff being hit harder as people retire or leave the 

University. 

 

A member of the committee asked if Dr. Allen believed that UW could make strategic decisions 

without declaring exigency.  The committee member added that without this declaration, 
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programmatic cuts could not be made and the non-tenured faculty would be those ones who would 

lose their jobs, which did not seem like the most strategic way to approach this situation.  The 

committee member also asked which would be worse, the financial exigency which allowed for 

more strategic decision-making or hoping that enough people decide to leave the university.   

 

Dr. Allen stated that neither option would be ideal for UW.  He added that he would rather see a 

system where there was more flexibility with how the dollars were being used from attrition.  Dr. 

Allen added that the dollars needed to be used strategically when they were being used to hire new 

faculty.  He explained that through a system of this nature, the University would be allocating 

monies to the most important faculty needs across campus.  Dr. Allen noted that with the 

implementation of a strategic plan, the University would then be able to decide which programs 

needed to be rejuvenated and which programs should be phased out.  He added that this had been 

done in the past through the implementation of a strategic plan, and not through exigency.  Dr. 

Allen expressed a need for UW to make globally sensitive decisions regarding faculty positions.   

 

A member of the FCAC asked if during the previous cuts there was any thought given to the 

strategic allocation of positions when left vacant and how work was redistributed within the 

departments that were down staff or faculty.   

 

Dr. Allen stated that these would be important decisions moving forward and when these occurred 

the vice presidents would need to be involved to explain how important it was to fill one position 

over another.  He added that when reallocations of workloads was the topic of discussion, 

intelligent and strategic decisions needed to be made to continue the effective operation of the 

divisions.   

 

A member of the FCAC clarified that there were currently some positions that were being 

reallocated to the departments in a very strategic manner.  The committee member noted that this 

process would continue moving forward, and it aimed to be as equally distributed as possible.   

 

A member of the campus community asked Dr. Allen how he felt about the administration being 

in favor of increasing the number of enrolled students to 16,000.   

 

Dr. Allen stated that he believed that expanding the population made sense when there was excess 

capacity.  He explained that currently there were almost too many students in the classes being 

taught.  Dr. Allen added that based on the way the UW curriculum was structured, it did not allow 

for students to be distributed uniformly across campus.  He added that the departments that all 

students on campus must take a course from would ultimately need to offer more sections of their 

courses seeing as they were already at capacity.  Dr. Allen stated that if UW were to admit new 

students they would need to hire more faculty and additional money would need to be spent, which 

would not allow UW to benefit from the additional revenue.  He explained that UW student’s 

currently pay less than what it costed for their education, meaning UW would most likely not have 

the excess capacity to increase at a large rate.  Additionally, Dr. Allen noted that through budget 

reductions across the country, many universities had begun recruiting more out-of-state students 

to increase their revenues.  He added that this had become especially difficult on Wyoming as it 

had seen a large decrease in the number of students graduating from the public school system.   
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Sophia Beck from the American Studies Department explained that there had been other 

universities that had utilized a program called rover.  In this program, staff rover to different 

departments to provided services that they excel in.  She asked if this would be a program UW 

could implement.   

 

Dr. Allen noted that in some departments this had already been happening because of the different 

vacancies that had occurred across campus.   

 

A member of the campus community stated that she appreciated the comments that Dr. Allen had 

made, specifically about out-of-state students and the decreasing number of students enrolled in 

the public school system.  The community member stated that she had lived in Wyoming during 

the last round of reductions and saw the decrease in public school enrollment firsthand in Sheridan.  

She asked where the increased enrollment would come from if the same number of students were 

not graduating from Wyoming high schools.  The community member added that even the students 

who were graduating from Wyoming high schools were being poached to attend out-of-state 

universities.   

 

Dr. Allen noted that there were not very many students graduating from the Wyoming public 

school system and attending college.  He added that many people from the State of Wyoming were 

disappointed when students attended colleges outside of Wyoming, which meant UW had some 

room to improve their recruiting of these students specifically and increase the number of students 

staying in Wyoming.   

 

A member of the FCAC noted that an article had been published in the New York Times regarding 

the number of students who attend college in state and those who leave the state to attend college.  

It was noted that Wyoming imports more students than it exports to other states [see attachment 

C].  Dr. Allen stated that UW did well compared to other state institutions regarding in-state 

students, but UW had a large draw for out-of-state students.   

 

Committee Chair Bieber reminded the committee that Athletics Director Tom Burman would be 

presenting at the next FCAC meeting on Monday, August 29, 2016.  

 

Adjournment  

Mr. Defebaugh moved that the committee adjourn the meeting.  Dr. Sprague seconded.  The 

committee adjourned at 1:39 p.m. 
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ATTACHMENT C 

 


